Theorem 2 of this paper is related to the results of T.R. Hamlett [2] , D.J. White [5] and V.L. Klee, V.R. Uta [3] .
Throughout the paper we assume the following standard denotations : l(x,y) (l [x,y] ) denotes the open (olosed) segment joining χ and yj K(x,r) denotes the open ball with the centre at χ and the radius r{ Int A, Fr A, Â denote respectively the interior, boundary, closure of A.
We denote by 9 the natural metrio in a Euclidean spaoe. Moreover, for a,be R (where R denotes the spaoe of real numbers with the natural topology), (a,b) denotes an interval with end-points a and b. Definition 1.
We say that a function f sR û --R has the property of Swi^tkowski if for any points x,y suoh that f(x) Φ f(y), there exists a point ζ of continuity of f such that ze l(x,y) and f(z) e (f(x),f(y)).
The property of âwiçtkowski is the generalisation to R Ve eegr that a function fsX-Y ( where X,T are arbitrary topological spaoes, is closed if for any arbitrary closed set Pel the image f(P) is closed in Y· Lemma· Let fiR n --R be a closed function possessing the property cf Swiqtkowski and let f be cot constant in eve» ry neighbourhood of x 0 e R n . Then there exists a sequence <[x n j of continuity points x Q , stich that x n 4 x Q for η * 1,2,..., lim χ -χ » lie f(x n ) -f(x ) and f(x n ) 4 t(x Q ) for n • 1|2f·ι· · Proof· Let K Q be an arbitrary open ball with the centre x Q and 1st a, be such element of K Q that f(a^) 4 f(x Q ). According to the property of áwi^tkowski in the segment l(a.j t x 0 ) thare exists a point χ, of continuity of f such that fix,}* (f(x 0 ), f{a,))· Let K, be an open ball with the oentre at x Q and the radius less than ç (x Q ,x 1 ). Put
Assume to the contrary« that (2) ί-^Β,ίηκ, -0. (2) , f{l(x 0 ,s}) is disjoint to (f(x Q ),f(e)) and this oontradicts the property of âwi^tkowski, proving (1) .
Let age (B^)Π K^. Then according to the property of áwi^tkowski, in the segment l(x 0 ,ag) there exists euah point of the continuity of f, that f(X 2 )6 (fíXpJ.fíag)).
Put
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Let Kg be an open ball with the centre at x Q and the radius less then £ ç(x 0 ,xg). Ve oan prove as above that f'^Bgl^ Kg 4 0 and choose a 3 e f 1 (B 2 )n Kg and Xj€ l{x 0 ,a 3 ) suoh that f(x 3 J e (f(x 0 ),f(ag)). In this way» we can define the sequence |x n | fui fi ling the required conditions. Definition 3. We say that a funotion fiR n -Β is quasi-continuous at x Q if for an arbitrary neighbourhood V of f(x Q ) and for an arbitrary neighbourhood U of x Q , Int(U Π f~1(V) ) 4 0. We say that a funotion f tH n --R Is quasi--continuous if it is quasi-continuous at every point x Q £ R°.
Corollary. let fiH n --H be a closed funo ti OD possessing the property of áwiqtkowski. Then f is quasi-continuous.
Proof. Let zQ be an arbitrary point in R n . If in some neighbourhood of xQ the function f is constant then f is continuous at x0 and so f is quasi-oontinuous at xQ. Otherwise, in every neighbourhood of xQ, f is not constant. Let ε and <5 be arbitrary positive numbers· By Lemma, there exists the sequence jxnj of points of the oontinuity of f suoh that lim x& • xQ( xfl 4 xQ for η » 1,2,... and lim f(x_) = *(*β)· There exist such numbers N>0 and ?>0, η -oo that xReK(xof6) and (f(x¡,)-?, f(xjjJ + ?)c (f(x0)-e, f(x0)+e). Sinoe f is continuous at xH, there exists a ball Κ (we may assume that
Closed function f$R n --B is continuous if and only if f possesses the property of ¿Wittkowski.
Proof. Necessity is obvious. We shall prove that the above condition is sufficient. Ve suppose, on the contrary, that xQ is a point of discontinuity of f. This means that there exists such ε > 0 that in every ball with the centre at xQ there exist points χ such that f(x)^ (f(x0)-£,f(x0)+£). In this way we obtain two sequenoes |*n}» |yflJ suoh that lin xn • xq( |7ß} bounded and eo we may choose the subsequence |y J that lim j -y0, yQ * f(x0) and yQ ¿ y for k«1t2,..· · Henee the set Ü {»J U {f(xe)j -¿J {rU^íJu {f(x0)¡ is not olosed, which contradiote the fact that a function f is closed. The obtained contradiction concludes the proof.
